We can prepare the garden and have the teaching space ready,
but you must walk through the door.
Master Kuthumi
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UPDATE: Expanded Presence …
Since I last spoke to you about the update on our expanded presence, not a
great deal has changed in the sheer number of events that are on our critical
path to making this expanded presence possible. Yet those events that have
changed have left us in a neutral position.
Some of the activities on our critical path are being initiated successfully and
that is good news.
The unfortunate news is that at least two events that we were counting on
have not yet come about. That leaves us with a questionable schedule. We
have not given up on these two events and that is where we are putting our
effort.
Meanwhile, those who are already walking among you, already emerged, are
making their preparations for the changes that they will have to make once
more of us appear and the emphasis changes from individual effort in
fulfilling personal missions to a unified team approach in fulfilling broader
plan perspectives. So we are preparing on our side.
Yeshua, I believe, wrote of free will early in his website’s history 1. Free will,
human free will, is something we will not violate. Our situation is that, at the
soul level, we have commitments from various workers to accomplish
various tasks. At the incarnated level, however, free will exists. And the free
will of the incarnated beings – I will smile here, that’s you, folks – that free
will does not always correlate with what the soul has agreed to accomplish.
We are working under those restrictions. We have been working under those
restrictions since time immemorial, because that is simply the law, the
cosmic law.
We are working with those individuals who are not yet aligned with their
soul’s commitment, and we always have a Plan B – always. So if the first
choice does not work out, does not come to pass, then we move to Plan B
or, in some cases, Plan C or D. I will be frank about that.
And I am here to tell you that even if we are working on Plan K, L or M, we
are going to expand our presence this year. That is the situation. That is the
update for this month.
Now I fear that you have been hearing these explanations about
1

Soul Purpose And Free Will, ThoughtsFromAMaster.com, March, 2011.
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postponements to the point where they become excuses. I don't think
there's anything I can do to prove that this is an explanation. It is not an
excuse. It is a fact that we are working with, a fact that we will work around
if we cannot work through.
I hope that I have better news for you next month.
Thank you.
Master Kuthumi
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Master Kuthumi …
In the March issue of We Seek To Serve, I spoke of our Off-Earth Allies and I
did not go very deeply into the subject. I left that to Master Yeshua in the
March issue of Thoughts From A Master. In that issue, he did an excellent
job of explaining our Off-Earth Allies and he introduced Keymy'yana-ka. Now
Keymy'yana-ka will be one who speaks on this panel, although not in this
issue.
What I wish to do this month is introduce those you have not yet met – all
but one, who will speak with Master Yeshua in the April issue of Thoughts
From A Master.
I would like to set a background and a backdrop for our Off-Earth Allies in a
way that was not covered by Master Yeshua. I would invite you to sit down
and expand your consciousness. Some of you have been waiting for this and
you're wondering what's taking me so long. For others, this may be new.
Just as in the human kingdom there is a great diversity within the Oneness,
so there is a great diversity within the Oneness of life throughout this
galaxy. Let me take a moment to speak about this life.
This life is not only human life. The being we call Mother Earth – Gaia, planet
Earth – is a great being far advanced, a being on its own spiritual journey, a
being passing a spiritual milestone that creates higher vibrations. And there
is a vast diversity of great-being life forms in the galaxy, each on its own
spiritual journey. We call them planets, stars and various other astronomical
entities.
We have been beating the drum about the Oneness of humanity and
diversity within this Oneness. Within this diversity of the human race,
anyone, with effort and dedication or with meditation and intuition, can
compose a long list of what every single incarnate human being has in
common, for the commonalities exist. So it is with the planets and stars. At
each level, you can find a list of commonalities. The commonalities are
simply a symptom of the Oneness that we speak of. We are very much
prone to focus on the differences rather than on the Oneness and the
commonalities.
Now, there is human life on other planets. The humanity on these other
planets, first of all, is not always in the dense physical. Very often it resides
in the etheric plane, and I do mean “in.” You don't live on a city. You don't
live on Memphis or on New York or on Paris or Tokyo or Darjeeling. You live
in the city. So when I say in the physical plane, I do mean in.
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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We have, then, in this physical plane, a form of humanity here on Earth. The
humanity on other planets is not necessarily anchored in the physical plane.
Much of it is anchored in a very near neighbor but yet a different dimension,
the etheric plane. And humanity – be it from the etheric plane or the
physical plane – on various planets in the constellations in our great galaxy
has commonalities with the humanity of Earth.
These allies know that they have commonalities with our planet Earth, with
the life on our planet Earth. They also know that the great being who is our
planet Earth is an important node on the communication network that
spreads throughout our galaxy. And they know that Mother Earth is going
through an increase in vibration and they know that humanity on planet
Earth is having difficulties. They have known this for some time. And with
open hearts and gifts of vast experience that is not ours – is different from
ours and augments ours – and with vast stores of technology that is not
available yet to the humanity of Earth, they have come to assist. They have
come to assist Mother Earth, they have come to assist the humanity here in
the physical plane of Mother Earth.
We have been working with them in deep gratitude, in mutual respect for a
very long time. Now it is time that you meet some who are willing to reveal
themselves and speak on this panel.
Many of our Off-Earth Allies, as has been mentioned by myself and/or
Master Yeshua, have been giving their messages to humanity through the
Internet, through books, through speeches channeled through various
individuals. Their existence is not new.
What is new and what is different is that these panel discussions, where we
of the Community of Spiritual Masters demonstrate diversity within unity,
are now expending so that our Off-Earth Allies can also demonstrate
diversity within unity. Together, we will demonstrate an even broader range
of diversity within unity, for we are united.
As we of the Community of Spiritual Masters speak and those of our OffEarth Allies speak and you can hear and compare, you will see for
yourselves that there is diversity. It will not take you very long to also see
the web of unity that combines us as we serve the Plan.
This is a new move for We Seek To Serve. It is a change. It is a change we
are most pleased to offer you, for the day will come, as has been explained
technically, the day will come when humanity will be able to see into the
etheric plane where most of our Off-Earth Allies exist – will be able to see
them and meet them.
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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You are laying the foundation for the new civilization. Make room in that
foundation for the fact that we of planet Earth do have a vast number of
allies from beyond Earth who have come in a most heartwarming, dedicated
manner to help us through this shift in vibration and the attainment of a new
civilization.
As we guide and advise humanity from our plane of existence, our Off-Earth
Allies guide and advise those who are members of the Community of
Spiritual Masters. This demonstrates the extent of the diversity within the
Oneness of Creation.
I would encourage you to open your minds and open your consciousness so
that as you work in your daily lives to lay the foundation for this new
civilization you make room to include not only the other dimensions of Earth
and the beings who inhabit the other dimensions of Earth, you make room
also for our Off-Earth Allies. They have come to assist and we are very
grateful for their presence.
Please welcome them with an open heart and an open mind and get to know
them as you have gotten to know us.
I thank you.
Master Kuthumi
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Ken’u …
Greetings to you all!
My name is Ken’u and I am eager to be heard. I welcome the opportunity to
speak to the readership of this website.
The title, the topic today is “introduction” and I would like to share with you
my innermost thoughts.
“Introduction” … well, it is an introduction from me on behalf of the Stellar
Council I represent. I am the Head of the Stellar Council, but at the same
time, this is also my introduction as the representative of the star
constellation you know as Lyra, which is my home.
Know, please know and remember that we have been your brothers and
sisters for a very, very long time.
We are here now at center stage so to speak – to use your terminology – to
make ourselves known through this website.
I ask you to refer to us as your Off-Earth Allies. We look at ourselves as
allies to humanity, allies from the heart. We look at you as our brothers and
sisters. You have come a very, very long way to reach this moment in time:
to hear us, to acknowledge us – our existence – and hopefully, to welcome
us here to be with you, to be part of you, your life.
Let me start by introducing the Stellar Council.
The Stellar Council that I head is one of many. It consists of 12 members.
We were founded, we were established at the request of the Community of
Spiritual Masters who approached the Galactic Federation and asked for
assistance – assistance to support the development of humanity, to raise the
consciousness, the awareness of humanity, and in so doing, of all living
creatures on this planet, including this planet itself, as it is a living being as
well.
Our Council was created, we were established to serve humanity as your
trusted friends, as your partners, as your co-workers in many respects.
The Stellar Council, together with the Community of Spiritual Masters, has
identified a number of projects, and they have asked us to be what you
would call project initiators, project leaders, project managers.
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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I try to use your terminology as much as possible to build a bridge between
you and me, a bridge that connects us easily, a terminology that hopefully
leaves or allows very little room for misunderstandings and
misinterpretation.
We are working on identified projects, projects that the Community of
Spiritual Masters has asked us to work on. It is not only the Community we
are working with, but as we are dealing with a planet – a planet that is alive
and has a consciousness, allowing all its beings to participate in its
consciousness, in the expansion of this very consciousness – we are also
dealing with the planet as such. You call this planet “Mother Earth” and yes,
indeed, a mother she is.
We are constantly assessing the different levels and angles of all projects
requested before we actually initiate them with our partners. We request
permission from all parties involved before we actually start any project. We
are very, very careful in the overall collaboration to assure the highest and
best results possible within the window of time that we are given.
We work as a group, a unified group when making decisions. We have
established partnerships with representatives of humanity who were
acknowledged by the Community of Spiritual Masters to be our co-workers
and interfaces when it comes time to discuss approaches that we propose or
initiate projects, monitor progress, convey messages and the like.
Our highest intention is to use this very specific window in time that has
brought very special energies and frequencies to this planet, and to use
those very special energies and frequencies for their highest purpose: to
raise the consciousness of this planet, of Mother Earth and all living beings.
It is a major assignment. Therefore, we have established teams to deal with
specific topics that are of importance in the current phase of working and
using these special energies. We are in constant contact with those humans
who were identified as our partners, to work and interact closely with them
on a daily basis, which allows us to continuously monitor progress and make
corrections as we go.
An introduction of us to this planet … well … this is not the introduction of
the Off-Earth Allies per se, but it is the introduction of our team that is
working in alliance with the Community of Spiritual Masters. We have always
been with you. Some of you could see us, speak to us, meet us, interact
with us, and throughout your history, those reports were documented in
different ways. Sometimes they had to be hidden, sometimes they were
made known to a small circle of trusted individuals, and sometimes they
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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were fully in the open, visible to everybody. Be assured that we – your
family from outer space – have always, always been with you, watching over
you.
The introduction of my team, the Stellar Council that is assisting and serving
you, the readers, i.e. humanity, gives me a lot of joy. It is an honour to
address you and share information with you.
We are very grateful for this privilege to introduce ourselves officially now.
Please look at us as long-lost relatives who are at your side at this very
crucial moment – a moment that offers great, great opportunities for all. We
are here now wishing to reunite with you, to hear from and listen to you, to
interact with you and to build a solid partnership with humanity that is
sustainable for a very, very long time.
I thank you.
Ken’u
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Derisum …
I would like to start by saying greetings to those who seek these words. I
represent a contingent of settlers from Orion. We are your elder brethren
and have been observing your history for time uncountable. Our fate is
entwined with yours, thus we take concern in humanity.
There has been a history leading to now that has had much conflict, more
than any friend would like to see occur amongst their brethren.
The stewardship of planet Earth is a serious matter. Until now, it has fallen
short of success. Movements are now in order to take action to preserve the
Earth and protect its precious environment, but these actions have been late
in doing so and have had to be supplemented by our efforts. The Earth
would be a drastically poisoned environment at present had restorative
measures not been taken. We understand that humanity has not the
forethought and intelligence to foresee some of the results from actions
taken, thus we have taken these measures while humanity awakens to its
situation.
Furthermore, had we not taken interventional measures, the Earth would not
exist, at least not as it does today.
We care deeply for the progressive existence of humanity. As your brethren,
we could not stand idle, but we cannot also continue to take these
interruptive measures. We would prefer to have humanity take them
themselves.
There is much history to cover and share with you. We have followed the
path of humanity since its inception, been there with you and are now in the
constellation of Orion. Our connection to humanity has remained. Your
institutions do not teach you that you are with friends in the universe, but
we are here and always have been.
In times ahead we would like to be more physically present to humanity,
that humanity may see with their own eyes that we do in fact exist, that we
are your brethren. In time, we hope to find ourselves welcomed openly and,
as elder brethren, to assist the development of future technologies, sciences
and environmental procedures. Our fate is intertwined with yours in such
intricate patterns that we cannot stand idle, but are compelled to offer
assistance where we see it is needed.
If we could be seen here, a partnership would ensue that we feel will benefit
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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humanity to proceed forward on stable ground, moving into a future of more
stable cooperation amongst the peoples of Earth. Your greatest qualities will
come to light as you head toward the future.
Please accept our friendship as a civilization that has stepped forward sooner
than you have, but is still willing to give our hand to those behind us. We do
not look upon humanity as lesser than ourselves, but as our next generation
coming into the fold. Humanity offers great prospects, they offer potential
companions in the development of the future. We are kindly extending our
hand, to help offer guidance where we can for a smooth transition into a
higher state of existence.
We thank you for hearing our voice on this matter.
Derisum
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Sartarius …
I would like to greet all who have taken an interest in hearing my voice. I
represent the confederation of the Pleiades, who have, for time uncountable,
watched humanity develop. We have assisted humanity where we could,
fielding energy and resources so that life on Earth could continue as it has.
Many a time, members of humanity have endangered the existence of all of
humanity. At these junctures, we have interceded, within certain laws, and
have eliminated the danger.
A time has come in the development of humanity where we feel you are
ready to recognize these failings and put forth a feeling of brotherhood for
all, an attitude of protection for all and peace for all. We are distant
watchers, but capable of intervention when the times call for such measures.
Our bond with humanity runs deep. We are your ascendants. We are your
elders, your brothers, and we keep watch over you.
The time has come for us to inform you that we are by your side and here to
help aid your advancement into the future. We come as friends and allies,
here with a common goal.
Allow us to present to you a workable system that will benefit humanity and
its cultures, the Earth and its life forms. We dearly behold each and every
living being and endeavor to bring interacting ideas to foster a cooperative
existence.
There is much at stake, much to be gained, much to be lost. We would like
to bring the outcome closer to the outcome of gaining. Humanity has a
unique place in the universe.
Thank you.
Sartarius
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Sho …
This is Sho and I greet those who find the time to get acquainted with me
and my assignment.
This is an introduction, therefore allow me to present myself and the team I
work with. I am the representative from the Pleiades to the Stellar Council.
Allow me to say that I have been in touch with many of you throughout
hundreds and thousands of years. My heart has been connected to many of
you for eons. We know each other very well – some of you are aware of this
link consciously, some of you feel it intuitively. Because of our past
relationship, I am thrilled to have the opportunity to reconnect with you
officially now.
The team I have here with me serving the Stellar Council is a team of
experts who have also been true friends of this planet for a very long time.
We are working in two areas in particular.
One is to collect information about the current complexity of human nature.
When I say complexity, I mean the network of words and actions that you
use to express yourselves verbally, emotionally, physically, etc., how you
arrive at a decision, what makes you move forward boldly, what might stop
you, what gives you fear, what gives you pleasure.
For thousands of years we were only watching you, observing humanity
evolve. We had selected contact with only a very few of you. Now the
Community of Spiritual Masters has requested our assistance to raise the
consciousness of humanity. To comply with this request, we need to
understand you holistically, in totality, to assure a successful mission.
I said earlier that my team and I have a double assignment. One is to
understand the current state of humanity, the complexity of human nature.
The other assignment is to establish project teams based on this very
understanding of human nature. We work together with selected groups of
humans in trial or test groups to observe and understand how the
knowledge that we have gained globally about the complexity of human
nature can be put to work in the most valuable and effective way.
Please understand that having been observers for thousands of years has
given us first-hand experience of human nature, but only now has the time
come for us to receive official permission from the Community of Spiritual
Master to interact with individuals and groups once again.
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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We like to interact and work with groups of humans to share our
understanding of who you and we are and to discuss this with the trial
teams. This group approach provides a larger spectrum of human responses
that we can study and learn from – invaluable information for follow-up
projects. It is a very subtle and delicate approach that we are undertaking
here, observing individuals and groups on one hand, and putting these
observations into action through test groups or test pilots.
Our current trials in particular are helping us to understand human bonding
and its limitations. They help us to understand how you energetically
interact with each other. Study of trial results gives us a good indication of
the individual perception that group members have of each other in the
context of each member’s self-perception and perception of the group as a
whole, as well as individual willingness to adhere to group decisions and
group objectives.
The willingness of members of the trial groups to put the group first and the
individual second, and to change for the betterment of the group’s survival is
an important observation for us.
Another important aspect of our work is to understand clearly the
boundaries that have to be acknowledged and obeyed, and thus the way we
can currently communicate and interact with those groups that have
accepted projects that are sometimes very delicate to handle.
You see, being in the dense physical world gives you a very dense image of
reality. Only when you are willing to let go of certain … let’s call it “criteria”
or tools that you have been trained in and given to use for measuring,
assessing and validating the world around you, only when you can let go of
those tools and rise above your current understanding of “reality” can you
alter your vibratory field of perception. You alter your awareness, you raise
your consciousness 2.
Some would call this activating the Third Eye, yet it is much more than that
when addressed from a scientific approach with the intention to serve both
humanity and this planet. And it is only when your field of perception has
been altered that we can reach you, work and interact with you.
When you raise your personal vibratory frequency, you affect the frequency
of those around you, you affect the frequency of your home and work
environments. You become a transmitter. And only when you have reached
2

For additional – although admittedly less scientific – insights on consciousness and raising
your consciousness, see the MasterSpeak panel discussion Consciousness,
WeSeekToServe.com, January, 2012.
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a certain vibratory frequency is it possible to become a co-worker, a
transmitter, an amplifier for the work that lies ahead of us, to become a
transmitter and help this planet raise its level of consciousness.
That is what we are working on. My team and I are dealing with higher
frequencies and the application of those frequencies on this planet through
a) the knowledge of human nature and its complexity and b) human
partners as test pilots working in groups with a specific focus.
We have established trial teams and project teams and their number will
increase over time. A transparent, loyal and honest collaboration between
humanity and us is of the essence to assure the successful result of the
consciousness-raising work we have embarked on.
I hope this gives you a first understanding of who I am and my assignment.
I thank you for your interest.
Sho
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Unnamed Master …
I am the unnamed Master. I thank Master Kuthumi for allowing me a voice
on this panel. There is a great deal to say on behalf of those who are come
to Earth as our allies. They work in many different ways. They work with
many different kingdoms. Primarily, they work with those of us from the
Community of Spiritual Masters. And as they work with us, they work with
those we work with in the human kingdom.
All our Off-Earth Allies bring, with an open heart, gifts and experience – gifts
of experience that we who have been with this planet for eon upon eon do
not have, and that experience enriches us. It enriches humanity and in many
cases enriches Mother Earth.
Our Off-Earth Allies have technology at their disposal that is not yet
available to humanity of Earth. Our Off-Earth Allies remain, for the most
part, in the etheric form. That is to say a very close, but neighboring,
dimension.
Why do they not appear? Well, they have appeared. And the information has
been hidden from the public for fear of panic. You see, a choice was made.
The choice . . . the choice.
One can choose to educate humanity about the fact that long-held beliefs
are not the sum total of the truth. Breaking such news is hardly welcome in
all venues. There are many institutions that would not have it be known that
there are Off-Earth Allies, let alone Off-Earth Allies who are more advanced
than human beings on this planet, and less still, Off-Earth Allies who are
both more advanced and our friends, because of all that implies.
This kind of information calls into question so many assumptions and so
many beliefs within the human kingdom that those who had and have
positive proof of the existence of off-Earth beings chose to hide this
information. I will not speak to their motives. I cannot honestly say I know
their motives. I can say that their motives appear to be – but only in
appearance, that's all I can attest to – their motives appear to be fear,
concern for mob hysteria and hopes of finding technology that would put
those who possess it in a position of power over those who do not possess it.
Now, on this panel there have been discussions about allegations and about
street fighting, so I would have you bear in mind that when I say their
motives appear to be, that is all that can be said. We could take the very
For more information about MasterSpeak, visit WeSeekToServe.com.
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same actions and attribute different motives. That would be easier if the
education process had been begun sooner.
If you take the trouble, you can find the research into the beginnings of
humanity that links us to what are called ancient astronauts.
This, I am telling you, is far closer to the truth than most existing
institutions would have it, and it is, to my knowledge, what has happened. It
is, to my knowledge, who I am. For I did not begin my incarnation cycles on
this planet. I come, originally, as an individualized spark of the unity I shall
call the Divine. I began my journey as an individuality elsewhere in the
galaxy. And I came to Earth very, very early on, and I lent my being to the
beings, such as they were, who inhabited the Earth time. And I have
remained on Earth. And I shall remain on Earth for some time yet to come.
Eventually, I shall move on, but not just yet.
I would have you welcome, please, those who are come to assist, those who
are from different constellations, different planets, those who bring a vast
array of experience, a vast store of knowledge and an incredible ability to
care about the advancement of the great being Mother Earth and of
humanity.
I have lived many lives on this planet. I have experienced humanity's growth
on this planet. At this point, I work with humanity from within the
Community of Spiritual Masters on the plane where this Community is
housed.
We share a deep love for humanity, we in the Community and we with our
Off-Earth Allies, and we are bound by laws that you have heard expressed,
not as laws but as facts, for they are facts. We are not the ones who will
build the new civilization. That is the job of the incarnating humanity of the
day – that is the immense opportunity for those who are incarnating now
and will be incarnating for the next several generations.
This is your time to shine. This is your time to become active light workers
and leaders who are focused on laying this foundation.
As has been said many times before, I will say again as I leave you with my
blessing, you begin to lay this foundation by increasing your awareness of
what is going on – most particularly those activities to which you have been
numbed to acquiescence so that activities of institutions exist below your
radar, as it were. And as you become aware of what is happening and how
you interact with these institutions and how you interact with one another,
you can position yourself to make changes in your daily life.
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The change starts in your life, where you live. The change starts between
you and the people you encounter every single day. The change starts with
the relationship you have with the greater environment. By that I mean the
place where you live in a broader context – your neighborhood, city, region
– all the way to Mother Earth herself.
And I would say most importantly, in the hopes of not offending any atheists
who stumble upon this information, that the change starts with a deeper
relationship between you and the God-Spark that is housed in your heart.
That is the relationship that will never fail you, and will guide you as you
deal with these other relationships, keeping in mind the Oneness of
humanity and the benefit to the whole.
Thank you. I thank you for this opportunity to speak and I would give you
my blessing as you go about your day and go about your life. And remember
that as you live your life you are laying the foundation for a new civilization
for humanity.
Thank you.
I remain Unnamed *

*
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